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The high~prossure safety program at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 

I.i vernore, California, lias been successful in preventing lost-time liigh-pressur: 

accidents over the past 12 years. Program organization, personnel training 

xnd qu.i) if iVai ion, pressure ves.sel design criteria and documentation, and 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL), formerly Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory (LRL), is an Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) 

research facility of approximately 5500 employees located in Livermore, 

California, about M0 miles southeast of San Francisco. We are primarily 

involved in basic nuclear and energy research, peaceful uses of atomic 

energy, and the design and testing of atomic weapons for the defense of our 

country. 

In 1964 our Director's Office, apprehensive about the amount of 

high-pressure work being do<-, appointed a technical advisor to establish and 

conduct a pressure safety program. Over 170 people are now directly involved 

in pressure safety at LLL, and we now have over 500 certified pressure 

vessels and systems that require periodic attention. This paper is a brief 

account of our pressure safety program, including organization, personnel 

training and qualification, design criteria and documentation, pressure 

testing, and vessel/system certification. 

ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING 

Our Laboratory is organized much likt most fairly large industrin! 

corporations. Our several departments are divided into divisions of one to 

three hundred employees, and we have smaller sections and groups in each 

division. Responsibility for pressure safety is vested in the Department 
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Head. Figure 1 shows the flow of this responsibility down through the Division 

Leader and authorized individual, to installers and Installers-in-training. 

An authorised ind tvidua! is a senior professional person, usually of 

supervisory status, with a thorough background in mechanical design. He 

i.s required to complete a 14-hour pressure safety course, Pressure Seminar 

for Engineers, H.S-506, before being appointed by his Department Head. 

A responsible individual is a professional person (chemist or 

fnginecr) who is directly responsible for the design of a particular 

pressure vessel or system and for specifying its operational limitations. 

He, also, should have completed the Pressure Seminar for Engineers. 

Figure 2 shows a technician or craftsman climbing the yteps to 

become a pressure installer. Jn this position, he is authorized to work 

directly for a responsible individual in assembling or operating pressure 

systems and vessels. Until formally qualified, he is an installer-in-

training and works closely with a fully qualified installer or inspector 

designated by his immediate supervisor. 

You will notice that there are three steps to installer qualification. 

• r,'r.-.t, i-,!<.' rundid.ite muse comply a- rYf-sKuriivd Gas S.ifctv, 

HS-505, a 14-hour classroom training course. 

• Second (or previously), he must have one year's equivalent of 

closely supervised experience with pressure equipment within 

the specific range of his tentative qualification. This must 

be certified by his immediate supervisor and by his Division 

Leader. 



• And third, ho must successfully complete a practical pressur*.' 

installer test. 

We havL> about 80 fully qualified pressure installers. 

A. limited number of senior technicians and crafts foremen go on to 

become qualified as pressure inspectors. They are authorized to in;pect, 

pressure test and certify vessels and systems. 

Every Lhree years our pressure inspectors are required to attend a 

6-hour re-qualification course. Pressure installers and authon^'d Individuals 

are on a similar S-year re-qualification schedule. 

DESIGN CRITERIA AND DOCUMENTATION 

All pressure vessels that are subject to periodic inspection by the 

State of California are ASME Code stamped, or are covered by a Special 

Permit to Operate, All other manned area vessels for gas pressures over 

J MPa (145 psi), liquid pressures over 10 MPa (1450 psi), or those containing 

over 100 k.i (75,000 ft-lb.) of isentropic* energy are ASME or DOT stamped 

or aru covered by a Safety Note. 

A Safety Note is a document attesting that every practical 

precaution has been taken in the design of i'tuipmont to minimize 

all severe arid unusual operational hazards. Il contains a 

description of the vessel or system, a critical discussion of 

hazards, all pertinent calculations, directions for testing 

and labelling, and a complete list of associated procedures. 

Written by the responsible individual, it must be reviewed 

and approved by an authorized individual and be finally 

approved by the Division Leader. Appendix A is a sample safety 

note, for your reference. 



Most manned area vessels for working pressures up to 170 MPa (25 ksi) 

an- designed according to the ASMF. Code which requires a safety factor of 

j or :'+ based on ultimate strength. However, the Cade is not always applied 

to pressure vessels above 170 MPa because complying with these elastic 

safety factors frequently requires materials that have been heat-treated to 

su.h hi;;h strength that reliability' Is appreciably reduced because of low 

dui L i1iiv and unaceeptable fracture toughness. 

Vessels with working pressures between 170 and 2/0 MPa (39 ksi) 

usually require the employment of design criteria based on a safety factor 

of } or -'* relative to vessel hurst (elastic/plastic) rather than on 

ultimate strength (elastic). 

Vessels for working pressures over 270 MPa are of tougher materials, 

and are designed to an elastie/plastic safery factor of 3 minimum. At these 

high pressures, special designs are often required. Vessel bodies that are 

atitofrettaged or are built up of two or more interference-fit shells 

provide a more favorabLe stress distribution through the vessel wall. Without 

exception, the forgings for such vessels are subjected to extensive 

met al lurgieal test ing. 

Carefully prepared and reviewed safety not<-s and specifications, along 

with our intensive retest/reinspectinn program, assure that all m>n-(,ode 

pressure vessels designed or used by LLL personnel are scife to operate 

within their prescribed limits. 
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PRESSl'RF. TESTING 

All pressure vessels for manned area operation art- initially pressure 

tested at 1507 of their Maximum Allowable Working Pressure (MAWP) except 

where analysis by the Maximum Energy of Distortion Theory indicates thai 

combined stresses will theoretically yield the vessel ac this test pressure 

In this ease, the test pressure is reduced to below yield, but never to 

less than 125?. of the MAWP. Manned area pressure systems are tested at 

the maximum pressure available from their integral pressure sources. This 

test pressure must equal or exceed the MAWP of the system, and relief 

protection must be subsequently installed to prevent the operating pressure 

from ever exceeding the assigned MAWP. 

Vessels and systems that are to be operated remotely (where failure 

could nut cause injury) are tested at a pressure sufficiently above tin* 

MAWP to assure the functional reliability required. 

Without esceptionv all vessels and systems are reinspected at leant 

every 3 years. With few exceptions, all are retested every 6 years. Where 

retesting is completely impractical, thorough periodic inspection includes 

horoscope inspection and/or the application of NDT techniques such as 

radiography, ultrasonics, acoustic emission, and dye penetrant or magnetic 

particle examination. 

Most pressure testing is conducted in our Mechanical Engineering 

Department High Pressure Laboratory. This unique facility contains remote 

test ceLLs designed for hydrostat ic * inert gas, and flammable ga* Lc.slirig. 

Equipment is also available for isostatic pressing in ( r:Pa (145 ksi) and j;a 

diffusion bonding to 350 MPa (50 ksi) at up to ]537°C (280U°F). 
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Al1 pressure tests are conducted or observed by a Pressure Inspector 

who completes a test report and certifies the vessel or system with an LLL 

Pressure Tested label (Figure 3). The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Pressure 

Inspector, who is assigned full-time to pressure safety work, conducts most 

of these tests and almost all of the pressure inspections. 

Appendix B is an LLL Pressure Test Report form and Appendix C is an LLL 

Pressure Inspection iTorni. The original copies of these completed forms are 

filed in the office of the High Pressure Advisor. About 30 days before a 

pressure vesse] or system is due for retesting or reinspection, copies of all 

previous inspection and test reports are sent to the pressure Inspector 

concerned. The pressure inspector then contacts the responsible individual 

and arranges for a mutually convenient time to conduct the required 

preventative maintenance. You will notice that the Pressure Inspection 

Hecord directs inspection in detail and the recording of all pertinent 

ohsevvations. A pressure vessel must be inspected both outside and inside, 

diameter measurements must be taken and compared witli those of the original 

pressure test, and relief devices must be checked and reset if required. Any 

discrepancies noted are corrected before the required form is signed and 

returned for review and filing for future reference. 

Where remote operation is specified, a Remote Operation Only label 

(Figure 4) is also affixed to the vessel or system. 

The pressure safety program at LLL appears to have proved itself 

effective in that we have not had a lost-time high-pressure accident slncu 



its inception over 12 years ago. Several other ESDA facilities, including 

Sandia Laboratories both in Livernore, Ca. and Albuquerque, N.M. and Mound 

Laboratories in Miamisburg, Ohio, have initiated similar pressure-safety 

programs with reportedly encouraging results. 
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Liwreacf L'mmon Ltawntory 
PRESSURE TEST RECORD 

BASIC INFQflMATlON: Enter hara and on LLL Pressure Teited fabet. 

Locetion of vessel (or system): Bldp._ 

Detcriptlon: 

T«tNo._ 

Test D i t i_ 

TEST INFORMATION: 

From Test Procedure: 

1. Test pressure {maximum) 

2. Testins fluid {oil. He. etc} 

3. Test temperature 

4. Responsible Individual Name 

Dept. 

Oivn. 

From Identification Label: 

1. Welded by : 

2. Installed by : 

Additional Remarks: 

-Leave room for reinipectian end retail dates 

. MPe !_ -pop) 

- ° C I , 

CERTIFICATION: 
The above vessel or system has been successfully pressure tested and labeled, and is herewith approved for operaiion in a.. 
(manned or remote) area. If for remote operation, a Remote Operation Label has been affixed. 

LLL PRESSURE INSPECTOR 

Send this completed form to the High Pressure Advisor. 

LL 3516 (P.tv. 10/75) 
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L I W I M C I Lrvtrmort Ufcoretery 

PRESSURE INSPECTION RECORD 
TutNo._ 

T«t Data. 

BASIC INFORMATION: Entar hiri and on originil (or new) LLL Pressure Tested label. Virify that labaJ informition it complin. 

Location of vassal or systim: Bldp. 

Is vassal or systam still in use? Yes_ 

if not in u», why not rtftjr it to Btdg. 343 for disposition?-. 

Add: Rl (for mastad) or Rl (for raintpactad), and data. Example: RT 9/6B 

NA" in ra marks column if point it not applicable.) 
REINSPECTION INFORMATION: 
Inspect the lollowing points and chick appropriate column, explaining at required: (Enlir' 

1. General appearance of system (or vessel) - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2. Relief devices are: a. Property set (have them checked; reset as required) 

b. Properly seated 
c. Pointed in safe direction 

3. All fittings are tight, and not obviously over-tightened 
4. All fittings, gauges, valves, (and piping*) are property rated 
5. All system components era secured per H & S supplement 32.05A 
6. Valve packing nuts era tight, and locked (if locking type) 
7. Oil is not apparent on or in gas (especially oxygen) systems' - -
8. Tha vassal diamatars have not changed since the last pressure test. 

Measure, record (on back of this form), end check 
9. The outside surface of the vassal shows no evidence of strain, damage, or corrosion 

10. The iriside surface of the vessel shows no evidence of strain, damage, or corrosion 
11. VBSSBI or system seals are leak-tight. Have replaced as required. 
12. The vassal or systBm appears to ba safe for continuing its operation in a 

(manned or remote) area - - _ 
13. Vessel or system was pressure tested within the last 6 yean, or as required by the 

safety note. (If not, and certified for manned-area operation, retail it and submit 
a Pressure Test Record in place of this Pressure Inspection Record). 

LLL PRESSURE INSPECTOR 
CERTIFICATION: 
As the professional person responsible for safe operation of this system (or vessel), I certify diet, to the best of my knowledge, since 
tut tested at LLL this vessel (or systam) has not been critically modified, has not bean subjected to temperature or pressure cycling 
in excess of its design (imitations, has not been subjected to temperatures or pressures In excess of those for which ?t Is rated, that all 
applicable listed conditions are satisfactory, and that I consider this vessel or system safe for operation in a 
(manned or remote) area within the limitations of tha LLL Pressure Tested label above for (three or less) mora years as required 
by the safety note for this vessel or system. 

Satis
factory 

Unsatis
factory 

Remarks 

RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL 

'Consider assurance by tha Resopnsible Individual as satisfactory verification. 

Send this completed form to the High Pressure Adviser. 

RL-3B54 (REV. 10/75) 



FIGURE CAPTIOUS 

^ig. 1. Pressure safety responsibility. 

Fig. 2. Pressure training, at LLL. 

Fig. 3. LLL Pressure Tested l abe l ( s i l v e r or black background); 

1.5 x actual size. 

Fig. 4. Remote Operation Only label (silver or red background); 

1.5 x ac tua l s i z e . 

NOTICE 
"Tim report wm prepared ah an account of work 
sponsored by the United States Government. 
Neither the United States nor the United S u t o 
Energy Research & Development AJminibtrjii'ni, 
nor any of their employees, nor any oT their 
contractus, subcontractors, or their emplnyws 
make* any wartaniy. expteu oi implied, nr 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the 
accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would nut 
infringe privately-owned rights." 

VRS/11/lmc 



Department Head 

Division Leader* 

Authorized 
Individual 

High Pressure 
Technical 
Advisor** 

Reponsible 
Individual 

Responsible 
Individual 

Supervisor 

Installer Installer 

Inspector tt 

Installer-
in-training Installer 

*This may be a professional person of equivalent responsibility designated by the 
Department Head. 

**The High Pressure Technical Advisor is in an advisory posit-ton in relation to 
department pressure safety responsibility. 

Each LLL Pressure Installer is directly responsible to the Responsible Individual for 
whom he is working. An Installer-in-training is responsible, through his supervisor, 
to the Responsible Individual concerned. 

Each LLL Pressure Inspector is directly responsible to the Authorized Individuals of 
his Department on matters of pressure safety. 

TT 

Button - Fig. I 
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- ^ I Pressure Inspector 1 

Pressure Installer - in -draining 

Burton - Fig. 2 



Burton -- Fig. 3 



REMOTE OPERATION 
ONLY 

Burton - Fig. 4 


